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CORNER WAY-SIGN

	 Just like the wall way-signs, the corner way-signs are used to provide�
an added information on the way between the information boards and the�
individual rooms. They are used if the information from the information�
board is not sufficient to come to the aim unambiguously.�

	 From the wall way-signs they differ by the construction adapted to�
yield the information of further movement and direction, which is vertical�
to the wall or to its placement.�

	 The corner way-sign consists of Aluminum profile carrier into which�
it is inserted an inscription of white clirit with the engraved and painted�
text. 
�
	 On the way between information board and the aim usually one or�
more way-signs are placed as needed.

�
dimension> The way-sign dimension is 300 x 100 x 3 mm.�

color> The color of milky white clirit with the text painted in black.�

material> Aluminum profile carrier NEW HERMES (USA) and 3 mm�
thick milky white clirit.�

production technique> Engraving with programmed CNC machine and �
painting of the engraved text.�

installation> By two attachment screws. Depending on basis with wedges�
or on the wood or metal directly.�

* On special request a colored insertion - inscription of GRAVOPLY material may be
manufactured in the desired color.
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